
TOTAL RECALL (Suomen englanninopettajat, Test and Train 2018)
Nouns – Singular and plural
1.
1. quiet echoes
2. political parties
3. serious crises
4. white reindeer
5. Russian spacecraft

2.
1. a blooming cactus
2. a fat louse
3. a questionable means
4. an enormous foot
5. a young calf

3.
1. hasn’t
2. have
3. are
4. were
5. is
6. talk
7. is
8. this
9. is
10. weren’t

THE GENITIVE

1.
1. child’s play
2. two weeks’ notice
3. a gentlemen’s club
4. dancers’ leotards
5. at the dentist’s

2.
1. three of your cousins/ three cousins of
yours
2. the bottom of the sea
3. the Finnish flag
4. the City of Helsinki
5. one of Stockholm’s best-known/ most
famous sights

ARTICLES



1. too big a risk
2. the whole truth
3. on/ at the same level
4. such a lovely house/ so lovely a house
5. quite a coincidence
6. as good a guess
7. the Mediterranean
8. the Nile
9. the Arctic Circle
10. Central Europe

PRONOUNS, PERSONAL AND RELATIVE

1. her
2. themselves
3. his
4. its
5. Whose
6. What
7. us
8. which
9. that
10. who/ that

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS

1. Some of us
2. Every
3. None of them
4. each other/ one another
5. One - the other
6. nothing but
7. All in all, which, anyone/ anybody

QUANTITY

1. little
2. many
3. a few
4. a good many
5. less

NUMERALS



1. hundreds of thousands of mosquitoes
2. forty-five shelves
3. the twenty-second government
4. in the early 60s
5. at the end of the 18th century/ 1700s

ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS

1. thinner than
2. even more suitable/ more suitable still
3. a lot/ much worse
4. a little harder
5. as cheap as
6. really beautiful
7. the same as
8. in a friendly way/kindly
9. automatically
10. briefly

VERBS, TENSES

1.
1. did you buy
2. moved
3. have lived/ have been living
4. had
5. hadn’t sold
6. will/ shall always regret/ ’m always going to regret
7. does Mr Atkinson do
8. invited
9. doesn’t suit
10. saw

AUXILIARIES

1. can’t
2. don’t have
3. make
4. does
5. was
6. would
7. should
8. shall
9. dare



10. need we

THE PASSIVE
1.
1. I have been given a second chance.
2. My motives weren’t understood.
3. My memoirs will be published next year.
4. The matter is being taken care of.
5. He can’t be forgiven.
6. Why are celeb(rities)s (being) envied?

INFINITIVES AND ING
1.
1. to have been invited
2. to giving
3. rehearse
4. promise
5. getting
6. to kiss
7. pretending
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IT AND THERE

1.
1. It is cold in the basement.
2. There are broken bottles on the floor.
3. There is a strong wind outside/ It is blowing hard outside/ It’s very windy outside.
4. It is three kilometres to the city centre.
5. It is a stupid/ silly idea to walk there.
6. There is nobody/ no one there/ There isn’t anybody/ anyone there.

REPORTED SPEECH

1.
1. (that) he’d come on the next flight/ he would be coming on the next flight
2. (that) he’d/ he had met an interesting girl
3. (that) he likes intelligent women
4. not to be late
5. if she knew about her son’s romance
6. when I can meet

LINKING WORDS

1.
1. so (that)



2. although/ though/ even though
3. whenever
4. whereas/ while
5. even if
6. in case
7. unless
8. as if/ as though
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SHORTENED CLAUSES
1.
1. After eating his dinner/ Having eaten his dinner
2. coming from other countries
3. Although having lived in Malesia for six months
4. before leaving England
5. If lucky
6. The weather being pleasant
7. built in the last century

2.
1. Though she was exhausted
2. After she had got dressed
3. When she saw the black clouds
4. which/ that was given/ had been given to her by her dad
5. The stepometer counting the steps which/ that are taken and calories which/ that are
burnt; if
I wish to get into shape and fitter


